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Introduction

Once a dormant region, the great span of territories and nations sur-
rounding afghanistan is now more central to global affairs than ever.  
Indeed, the geopolitics of the region of Central and south asia may now 
help define the future of the 21st century. 

at the same time, across these territories, the very nature and charac-
ter of the political, economic and security currents have been shifting 
relentlessly.  Rather than simply a replay of the old “great game”, what 
is transpiring here now may be an undeniable precursor of, and a new 
window looking forward into, the world’s contemporary politics, influ-
encing other parts of the globe. 

this dynamic is marked by Russia’s retreat, and at the same time, the 
emergence of China as a new type of Pax Romana power.  In turn, 
China’s rise is now inexorably re-balancing the interests of both regional 
and global players such as Russia, India, europe and the United states.  
a closer examination of this region reveals that as the West is now hin-
dered by its worst economic crisis since the 1930s, asia’s rise may be 
reflective of a steadfast ascent and signaling a permanent trend point-
ing to the beginning of an undisputable multipolar world.  the military 
presence of the Us and european allies in afghanistan has defined their 
engagement in this region for over a decade now.  their efforts were 
focused on controlling the regional threats impacting afghanistan and 
in the process producing economic and social stability.  however, despite 
some advances, afghanistan’s stability is not assured.  In particular, the 
model of intervention pursued by the West in afghanistan has not pro-
duced results in securing its economic growth and its integration within 
the region.  Without assuring afghanistan’s economic stability, the region 
will remain mired in conflict risking wider instability.  What other major 
force might emerge which would allow for the creation of conditions 
offering new dimension of strategic approaches to realizing the type of 
stability, often desired but not attained, and which might act as a posi-
tive agent for a more effective regional economic integration? 

China’s rise in the region might just offer such an opportunity.  In fact, 
Beijing’s influence in the greater region of afghanistan has been rapidly 
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increasing over the past two decades.  however, to better comprehend 
China’s role within this broader region, one must understand its role as a 
rising global power. 

China’s economic growth has been nothing short of historic, rising at 
about 10% a year for the past 30 years.  no other nation of this sig-
nificance has ever achieved such a feat in human history.  China is now 
the world’s largest energy consumer, its largest manufacturer, its largest 
merchandise exporter, the largest creditor nation; the largest holder of 
foreign currency; and by new economic measures, China may already 
have surpassed the United states as the largest economy in the world.  
economic power of this scale is inevitably followed by a rise in political 
and military power.  although not assured for China as of yet, history 
is a witness in this regard.  after World War II, the ascendance of the 
United states as the most powerful nation in the political and security 
realms followed its rise as an economic power.  the same was true for 
the United Kingdom in the 19th century.  however, the speed and scale 
of China’s rise is unprecedented in historic terms and one which will 
now redefine world geopolitical power.  the 19th and 20th centuries 
belonged to the West.  the 21st century is China’s.   Importantly, it is not 
sufficient for any outside power to have a presence in one or the other 
country alone in order to produce change across the entire playing field 
in the region. In this sense, although China has a major economic pres-
ence in afghanistan, instead its dominance of the region as a whole is 
now itself the vital factor sparking change and facilitating afghanistan’s 
growth due to a series of concurrent waves of geopolitical interventions 
now spurring a new type of economic integration in the region. 

In consequence, the central theme of this paper is that beyond China’s 
overreaching role, in the geopolitical interactions created as a result of 
China emergence, a particular dynamic is emerging in the region which 
is opening a new set of prospects brining about a significant new model 
of economic integration not seen previously. 

It is further contended that no geopolitical strategies can be consid-
ered or pursued without fully taking into account China’s current, 
emerging and future role in the region.   In this sense, for the region 
spanning from south asia to eurasia, with afghanistan at its heart, 
an understanding of all probable future states cannot be formulated 
without first comprehending the impact of China’s upcoming global 
rise and dominance as it is evolving in real-time before our eyes.  In 
this sense, economics may now be swaying politics in this region - 
with similarities to the europe of the 18th and 19th centuries - so 
much so, that it is contributing to shifting the tectonics of global geo-
politics and creating the type of economic integration which has been 
long sought, but never achieved, by other global powers.

1. Geopolitics & Regional Economic Integration

the idea of developing a regional strategy to resolve the challenges 
of the region of afghanistan via economic development has been in 
debate for as long as strategies have been pursued there.  typically, 
regional approaches have been couched under three distinct but related 
attempts:
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i. the first comes from the realizations that as other approaches 
have not borne fruit, a rush to engage in endless conferences and 
regional venues (ReCC-a, CaReC, saaRC, sCO, eCO, etc) to seek 
agreements on a series of regional interests would realize the pro-
tagonists’ hopes and bring about results. 

ii. second, the premise of convening gatherings among regional 
neighbors and power brokers such as the Us, eU and Russia, where 
political deals could be struck, was seen as mechanisms to pave the 
way for stability efforts. 

iii. the third approach sought to focus solely on economic coopera-
tion in the region with the expectation that trade and economic ties 
among regional players can resolve political and geostrategic differ-
ences.

all of these have been pursued in the past decades. however, none have 
resulted in meaningful advances for afghanistan and its region.  efforts 
to seek cooperation to spur economic development have been attractive 
in principal, but, as attractive as this approach has been, local interests 
and obstacles have kept it from fruition.  Challenges in Central asia and 
the India-Pakistan historic animosity have all played important roles as 
seemingly intractable obstacles.  how can this logjam be broken, in order 
to have the nations of the region attain a new level of potential?  Could 
the role of new actors and the emergence of a new set of opportunities 
significantly transform the region with benefits accruing to all? 

Economic Integration

although economic integration has been generally on the rise in asia, it 
has been particularly low among the nations of Central asia as well as 
between south and Central asia.  the story is different for continental 
asia as a whole.  In fact, the asian Development Bank (aDB) indicates 
that asia’s trade openness and integration actually surpasses the rest of 
the world today as it estimates that asia’s trade share could account for 
more than 50% of global trade by 2050.  In sharp contrast to this signifi-
cant advance in economic integration, intra-regional trade in Central asia 
is among the lowest in any region of the world with intra-regional trade 
making up only about 5% of total trade compared to 65% in the eU1.  
this is a distinctive characteristic of the degree of economic integration 
in Central asia.  Integration within the region is also staggeringly low 
for Pakistan and, to some extent, also for India.  according to the World 
Bank, Pakistan trades very little within its own region and accounts for 
less than half a percent of India’s trade2.  and despite the size of India’s 
economy, its trading activity with the countries of Central asia makes up 
a fraction of one percent of its total trade.  On the other hand, Central 
asia has the natural resources which south asia’s growing economies 
desperately need.  thus, closer integration would create regional benefit 
not attainable otherwise.  however, at present, there is a notable lack of 
economic integration between south asia and Central asia. 

The Fading Value of Regional Arrangements

While challenges remain in the region, simply being part of a regional 
scheme or organization to promote integration does not necessarily cre-
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ate unencumbered sustainable economic growth or improvements in 
trade transparency, governance and stability.  What is now irrevocably 
changing the playing field, is China’s entry in the region.  Beijing’s invest-
ments, along both economic and political dimensions, are allowing for a 
deeply transformative process in the very nature of the region’s economic 
and geopolitical structures, and are producing faster economic integra-
tion.  as examined in detail in this paper, investments in road and rail 
networks, increases the means of production and allows for the crea-
tion of new enterprises, jobs and innovation.  the mere unlocking of the 
otherwise captured economies in Central asia, for instance, is itself pro-
foundly transformational in creating regional integration.  In the process, 
it also presents a country like afghanistan with the prospect of acting as 
the necessary landbridge between the suppliers and consumers of ener-
gy, in addition to creating trade corridors linking Iran eastward to China 
where it can find new markets never attained previously.  In this sense, 
economics seemingly in search of self-interest, is not merely dictating 
political advancement, but offering to unlock greater regional potentials 
as a consequence. 

Objectively demonstrating benefits in economic integration emanating 
directly from the formation of regional trade and economic agreements 
is problematic at best.  although eU’s economic market and naFta’s 
benefits are undeniable, growth in trade among these nations was most-
ly from of closer bilateral arrangements rather than as a result of regional 
schemes.  In contrast, in many parts of the globe, a proliferation of 
regional arrangements, the so called “spaghetti bowl” of organizations, 
have led to less effective advances and indeed have at times hindered 
regional economic integration. 

another argument for pursuing the route of regional organizations is 
based on the assumption that they will not only integrate markets, but 
also bring about added transparence, governance and more accountable 
institutions.  however, contrary to this assumption, regional arrangement 
in Central asia have typically strengthened and promoted the powers 
of those in closer control of the means of economic production.  On 
paper, the economic Cooperation Organization (eCO), created in 1964, 
has the potential of creating great opportunities, especially in connect-
ing Central asia to south asia.  In practice, though, the effectiveness of 
the organization in producing either economic integration or in building 
transparent and accountable institutions within its members has been 
very limited.  In a study presenting the relationship between regional 
arrangements and factors such as institutional building, accountability, 
political stability, rule of law and control over corruption, schweicker et 
al., in a regression analysis, show that being a member of eCO actu-
ally has a slightly negative impact on these measures of governance 
and transparency3.  the explanation may point to the fact that many 
regional arrangements, being nothing than more diplomatic support for 
autocratic regimes, may deepen elite entrenchment, rather than create 
integration between nations. 

more importantly, the study by schweicker et al. also reveals a phenom-
enon not readily expected.  When testing total imports and exports by 
Central asian economies, as trade is heavily weighted with external 
countries, notably with China, it was discovered that increases in trade 
activities had a positive effect on overall governance.  this was explained 
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by the fact that especially smaller scale trade with China may create 
an impetus for a bottom-up improvement in institutional building as 
individual traders will contribute to eroding the power basis of more 
autocratic regimes.  this may not necessary be by design as China’s large 
scale investments has certainly benefited the elite of the nations in ques-
tion.  While wider conclusions cannot be drawn for all countries and 
all regional arrangements, the data clearly demonstrates that improved 
trade activity between say, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and tajikistan and 
China, has contributed, perhaps unknowingly, to incremental improve-
ments in bottom-up institutional improvements. It is important as China 
is becoming the major economic force in the region - and unlike other 
attempts reviewed here - it is indeed now poised to act as the leading 
actor in re-shaping the economic integration plane in significant ways.  
the section on China later on in this paper reviews the tenets of such a 
premise, including the nature and evolution of, and the degree of inte-
gration in, the region.

2. Europe & the United States: Regional Presence

after the breakup of the soviet Union, the United states has sought to 
extend its influence over the greater region of Central and south asia, to 
address concerns over its security interests and to assure its links with the 
nations of the region.  the Us influence in the region has been chiefly de-
fined by its military presence in afghanistan, where economic strategies to 
stabilize the country have been particular lacking.  as natO is now with-
drawing its troops and as afghanistan’s economic sustainability is in ques-
tion, the stability of the region is not assured.  two noteworthy examples 
to best illustrate the shortcomings of strategies seeking economic devel-
opment as a stabilizing factor are particularly revealing in demonstrating 
the value of the models pursued by the Us and natO members, and stand 
in sharp contrast with regional approaches pursued by China.  One such 
example is the establishment of the northern Distribution network; and 
the other is the new silk Road Initiative. 

The NDN

In 2008, the Us established the northern Distribution network (nDn) to 
help supply natO troops with non-lethal material in afghanistan via air, 
rail, and roads and to connect eurasian routes to Central asian and finally 
to reach afghanistan.  One of its important aspects has been that the vast 
majority of the materials shipped through the network, more than 85%, 
has been shipped by commercial carriers.  as such, the massive nDn net-
work was able to connect afghanistan with far away locations via trans-
port routes starting as far as the port of Riga in northern europe.  this is a 
de facto “silk road”, with potential longer-lasting economic, security and 
political merit.  the nDn, although first designed to be at the service of 
military exigencies, represented certain commercial and economic advan-
tages to be leveraged, due to its proven extensive logistics and transport 
capabilities.  however, the Us and its natO allies have largely missed the 
opportunity to help utilize what the nDn could have offered, and to inte-
grate those aspects, which might have allowed the allies to develop and 
retain a more sustainable approach to economic activity in afghanistan 
and its region. 
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The “New Silk Road” Initiative & the Istanbul Process

In 2011, the Us began promoting the idea of a “new silk Road strat-
egy” to help advance regional trade, economic cooperation and trans-
portation and to help assure sustainable economic development in af-
ghanistan.  however, eleven years after first intervening in afghanistan, 
introducing such an idea could only be seen as an attempt at a rushed 
“exit strategy.”  this approach was presented as part of the “heart of 
asia” process and was initiated at the Istanbul conference in novem-
ber 2011, which aimed at promoting regional cooperation between 
afghanistan and its neighbors. 

the new silk Road initiative and the Istanbul process demonstrate the 
clear difference in approach and capabilities when it comes to the fast 
changing dynamics of the region. It further illustrates the contrast be-
tween the Us and european nations and how China operates within 
this region.  to begin with, as much as the concept of the new silk Road 
is not new (but deserving of attention), for it to be realized, it has to 
be funded.  yet, the Us has instead positioned itself not as a facilitator 
of financing but rather, as a political broker to push for private sector 
financing and from organizations such as the IFC, aDB and others.  In 
addition, promoting free trade as a concept is attractive but much more 
challenging once the stark realities of internal and regional political ri-
valries among Central asian countries are understood.  as a result, par-
ticipants such as Russia, Pakistan, Iran, Central asian nations and even 
India raised serious objections about the initiative. 

In addition to the lack of financial incentives to advance the tenets of 
the initiative’s economic cooperation approach, the political incentives 
were also missing.  again, in the absence of pre-developed demarches 
to create political trust among afghanistan’s neighbors, the Us faced 
increasingly challenging obstacles to pursue such approaches – despite 
the urgency of the exit strategy looming now.   the failures of these 
initiatives are grounded on the premise that the eU and, especially the 
Us, have not been able to establish sufficient influence and/or adequate 
trust among the key participants in the region; nor have they been 
close enough to the changing realities of each nation and the evolving 
dynamics among them to succeed in achieving the desired objectives.  
Importantly, the Us needed to recognize that while afghanistan is im-
portant to many of its neighbors; its centrality often derives from how it 
impacts specific views and shifting strategic concerns in the region.   as 
will be described below, in forging closer relations with the nations of 
the region, China is positioning itself to follow an alternative path and 
is now able to exert an increasing level of influence in the region. 

Europe’s Interests 

at the turn of the 21st century, europe was poised to uphold its status 
as the largest trading block in the world and to take a leading role in 
shaping the structure of the upcoming multi-polar world order. the 
eU’s own economic integration was arguably one of the most suc-
cessful regional achievements of the 20th century.  as europe was 
held back by the depth of the 2008 financial crisis, asia’s growth has 
continued and is beginning to reshape the global economic balance.  
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In this respect, trade and energy ties with the emerging nations of 
asia are more than ever an imperative for eU nations.  China stands 
out in this context, because its relations with europe are now becom-
ing the vital link to asia.  european efforts to build stronger ties with 
India and other nations in asia are also increasing.  europe’s presence 
in afghanistan, directly and with natO, and on both the security and 
development dimension, have been an important demonstration of eU 
foreign policy engagements in asia.  When it comes to Central asia, 
the eU has been more tepid.  although its engagement in Central asia 
represents the nature, diversity and complexity of its member nations, 
the eU has not treated Central asia as a strategic realm.  Furthermore, 
europe’s relations in Central asia are also marked by a certain dis-
sonance. Its desires to promote human rights, democracy and good 
governance can sometimes be at odds with its interests in the areas of 
security and its needs for energy supplies. 

at the same time, access to Central asia provides an alternative 
energy source for europe, as it is heavily dependent on Russia.  Russia 
now represents about a third of europe’s oil imports and over 40% 
if its gas imports.  By contrast, eU members import about 3.5% of 
its fuel from Central asia.  however, Russia has not always been a 
reliable energy partner, as it turned off its gas supply to europe due 
to the events in the Ukraine.  Importantly, Russia has been seeking 
to diversify its own energy supplies by launching massive efforts to 
shift its attention away from europe and going east to asia, includ-
ing supplying China’s booming economy.  In fact, the International 
energy agency (Iea) forecasts that although europe’s demand for 
gas will increase by 13% between 2008 and 2035, China’s demand 
will increase by a whopping 360% during the same period4.  When it 
comes to trade too, the eU remains quite absent from the regions of 
Central asia and south asia.  total trade between the eU and Central 
asia remains one of the lowest, taking any comparison of two regions 
trading with each other. 

On the whole, perhaps due to the complexity and diverse national 
interests within europe or the sheer multiplicity of various european 
actors, no significant european grand strategy has emerged for the 
region of Central and south asia.  this lack of clarity and indeed 
vagueness in approach by europe towards this region is quite surpris-
ing, especially as the multi-polar world is now increasingly defined 
by the Us and asian giants, seemingly leaving the eU behind.  While 
europe has attempted to keep good relations with India, for exam-
ple, the rest of the region, notably Central asia, has been viewed 
by Brussels as non-vital to its global geostrategic position - and very 
much unlike its historic ties from the colonial days with regions in 
africa or in latin america.  On the other hand, it can be argued that 
europe may have a higher strategic interest in Central asia, than does 
the United states.  not only does europe need closer ties to gain 
the advantage of accessing the region’s energy resources, but it also 
needs to miti gate its dependence on other sources such as Russia.  On 
the political and security fronts, Brussels has not offered a security 
strategy for the region worthy of the potential needs and interests 
of european nations.  In this respect, the eU has continued to work 
through existing channels such as natO and the OsCe, remaining a 
participant, rather than leading the agenda. although europe does 
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need to improve its own stance in the region of Central asia, it may 
be much more of a challenge now than a decade ago.  this is due 
to the fact that Brussels has to now contend with the global geo-
political change emanating from China’s global rise. Indeed, China’s 
ascendance will be nothing short of transformational on how europe 
interacts with asia as a whole, but by consequence, also with the Us 
and with Russia, too. 

3. The Centrality of Afghanistan 

Both european nations and the Us have had a heavy presence 
in afghanistan for over 11 years.  afghanistan now ranks as the 
Us’ longest war, surpassing the Vietnam War. natO’s presence in 
afghanistan has been defining as it is its first engagement outside its 
traditional sphere.  the Us has now spent over 20 times more on the 
afghanistan war as it did for the marshall Plan to help rebuild europe.  
yet, after a decade of efforts by natO countries, stability has not been 
achieved in afghanistan and its region. 

Clearly, military strategies and their oversized spending have not been 
sufficient to secure afghanistan’s stability and prosperity.  most of the 
achievements are fragile at best and may evaporate if the international 
community’s focus is lost.  On the security front, despite the early oust-
ing of the taliban, insecurity is rampant in many areas, especially along 
the border with Pakistan.  On the development front, international aid 
has been ineffective at best, despite unprecedented levels of spend-
ing (surpassing $100 billion). the model of development intervention 
applied and practiced in afghanistan has now demonstrated one 
undeniable fact: that the international development aid mechanism is 
broken.  Only a fraction of the funds allocated to the reconstruction 
effort reach the population in afghanistan.  as a result, a critical short-
coming has been the neglect of a deliberate approach to economic 
development as central to achieving stability both in afghanistan and 
the region.  given the lack of success of the strategies thus far and the 
extreme ineffectiveness of the reconstruction models pursed, alterna-
tive strategies, inclusive of the role of emerging regional powers, need 
to be re-evaluated to help stabilize one of the most volatile regions of 
the world. 

natO and the International security assistance Forces (IsaF) have 
now defined a schedule of troop withdrawal from afghanistan to be 
completed by the end of 2014.  this is predicated on a transition plan 
to hand responsibility to the afghan security forces.  however, stabil-
ity is still in question as the transition plan is dependent on a nascent 
afghan force being able to secure the country’s borders, as well as to 
handle regional threats.   at the same time, as confirmed by a recent 
World Bank study (may 2012), a precipitous withdrawal from the 
country could prompt an economic collapse as 90% of the $17.1 bil-
lion current afghan national budget comes from foreign assistance5. 
the rapid troop withdrawal itself will change the economic picture in 
the short run in afghanistan.  In the long-run, without the foundations 
of sustainable economic growth based on local means of production 
and efforts of integrating the country within its regional root, a sus-
tained stability cannot be assured. 
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The Emergence of an Unprecedented Regional Supply-Demand 
Equation

as will be examined in more detail in the following section, the econo-
mies of the Central asian countries are held back by characteristics 
specific to landlocked countries.  heavy reliance on commodity-based 
economies earning below market prices for natural resources stunts the 
growth of their economies.  however, afghanistan is particularly well 
placed to help unlock a new potential in the region.   there is indeed an 
unprecedented economic supply and demand equation emerging in the 
wider region with afghanistan at its center, which might be termed a 
“New Supply-Demand Equation at the Heart of Asia.”  this equation has 
never manifested itself in the region’s history and at the scale seen today, 
and has wide consequences beyond economics alone.  

more specifically, the equation refers to:

a. the existing underdeveloped economic structures in the Central asian 
countries who are in turn endowed with great natural resources [the 
supply factor]; and 

b. the unprecedented demand for energy from India and Pakistan and 
principally from China which cannot sustain its economic growth 
without a massive increase in the use of natural resources such as oil 
and gas [the demand factor]. 

this supply and demand equation directly relates to economic factors 
now under way in the region which are not only massive but quiet 
unique in both their regional characteristics and their potential glo-
bal impact.  It then follows that an opening of new markets and new 
regional exchange patterns via afghanistan would significantly alter the 
actual foundations of the structures of the economies in the region.  as 
China and India are looking for sources of energy in far away locations, 
only a few hundred miles away from India and bordering China are large 
reserves of hydrocarbons in Central asia as well as in Iran.  afghanistan 
is the natural conduit at the heart of this unprecedented demand and 
supply equation. 

The Central Asia-South Asia Corridor & Afghanistan as its Catalyst

according to the World economic Forum’s global Competitiveness 
Report 20126, the quality of infrastructure in Central asian countries 
remain the lowest compared to other regions. In addition, the costs of 
importing and exporting goods in the region remain high due to weak 
and less than effective trade facilitations.  a recent aDB report shows 
that export and important costs in 2011 for east asian countries were 
7.2% and 7.6% respectively.  however, for Central asian countries, for 
the same period, they were a staggering 41.4% and 64.8%, respec-
tively7.  the building of road and transport corridors across afghanistan 
would allow for better economic integration between Central and 
south asia. the aDB has recommended the building of 52 road cor-
ridors through afghanistan connecting tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and 
turkmenistan with five seaports in Pakistan and Iran8. In its estimates, as 
a result, overall trade could increase by as much as 15%, or more than 
$12 billion, for the entire region.  
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the potential benefits of these corridors are immediately significant 
to both afghanistan and Central asian countries, as afghanistan’s 
exports would increase by 202% over the five years after the con-
struction.  this would directly impact afghanistan’s gDP, adding an 
extra 4.1% to gDP growth and would create 4.1 million permanent 
jobs.  the construction of the corridors is estimated to also increase 
total regional trade by 160% and to increase the combined gDP of 
the participant countries in the region by over 5% per year.  thus, if it 
were realized, afghanistan has a significant potential to be a facilitator 
of economic growth and integration in the region. 

Economic Integration via Energy & Mineral Development 
Corridors

afghanistan has also the added potential to act as a pivotal country 
for both the trading and exporting of electric power.  Kyrgyzstan and 
tajikistan are building excess capacity for electric production to bring 
additional revenues from exports.  yet, if they cannot find export 
markets, their large hydro-electric stations would end up proving 
costly.  those countries endowed with power generation due to their 
topographies could finally unshackle their economies from depend-
ence over non-market Russian-provided prices and seek new markets 
in south asia, via afghanistan as the catalyst nation.  Both Kyrgyzstan 
and tajikistan saw that they could free themselves from dependence 
on northern economic models and instead obtain market prices, by 
opening up their economies and exporting their excess electricity 
production.  afghanistan is thus well placed to benefit, as its natu-
ral centrality is now firmly based on the changing regional economic 
equation emerging as a result of broader global economic factors and 
is not dependent on simple political demarches by single players. 

In 2007, the United states geological survey (Usgs) announced the 
discovery of a number of important mineral mines in afghanistan and 
have in effect put afghanistan on the world map, for the first time, 
when it comes to natural resources.  the extent and diversity of the 
discoveries can truly be transformative for afghanistan and its region.  
In 2010, it was estimated that the value of these mineral reserves 
could reach between $1 trillion and $3 trillion.  If explored effectively, 
this could be a “game-changer” for afghanistan as the country could 
become one of the world’s largest producer of copper and iron ore.  In 
addition to the mineral mines, the Usgs has also announced the dis-
covery of up to 1.9 billion barrels of oil, especially along the northern 
borders of the country in the amu Darya and afghan-tajik Basins9.  For 
comparison purposes, according to BP, equatorial guinea has proven 
reserves of 1.7 billion barrels and produces about 250,000 barrels of 
crude a day.  With oil prices around $100 a barrel, once afghanistan 
can produce about 250,000 bpd, it can earn about $9.1 billion a year 
in revenues.  this is significant, since with the country’s gDP being 
about $20 billion, these revenues alone would represent about half of 
its total gDP. 

Recent interest by international firms in helping to develop these 
mines has been high, especially due to the fact the security is gener-
ally better in the north of the country.  For instance, a consortium 
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of six Indian companies, including four state-owned ones, has ten-
dered its bids for a copper mine project in afghanistan’s shaida area, 
near its western city of herat.  the Indian firms are interested in the 
exploration of these mines for their copper and gold deposits.  In july 
2012, exxon mobil, submitted its expression of interest to participate 
in the afghan-tajik Basin oil and gas tender, holding 1 billion barrels 
of oil.  six other firms are also bidding for the same project (from 
India, Pakistan, turkey, Brazil, and the Uae)10. exxon faces stiff com-
petition from other firms, but even exxon will not be able to offer the 
type of incentives to the afghan government that China can offer.  In 
fact, as hard as it is for exxon to compete with other firms, it would 
be nearly impossible for it to compete with a Chinese firm, as the lat-
ter’s approach often includes a package of investment that goes well 
beyond the mine in question. 

In fact, the China national Petroleum Company already won the con-
tract for exploring both oil and gas fields in blocks in the amu Darya 
Basin in 2011.  according to Usgs, in addition to oil, it has estimated 
that the amu Darya Basin holds over 52 trillion cubic feet (1.5 trillion 
cubic meters) of natural gas11.  again, at these levels, the reserves are 
significant as they represent 10 times more than tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan 
and turkey.  In addition, in 2007, China made a significant commit-
ment to afghanistan when it agreed to invest a whopping $3.5 billion 
in afghanistan’s aynak Copper mines.  this was the single largest 
investment in afghanistan’s history.  the aynak copper deposit was 
estimated to be the second largest unexplored deposit in the world 
and has the potential to generate as much as $88 billion in wealth 
over its 30 year span12.  In addition to the initial payment of $800 mil-
lion for extraction rights by the China metallurgical group Corporation 
(the Chinese state-owned winner of the contract), the production 
from the mine is expected to add a revenue stream of about $400 mil-
lion a year, for the next 30 years, to the afghan state13. this represents 
about a third of the current revenues of the afghan government.  

the Chinese investment in the aynak mines is also important from an 
additional perspective, as it points to Beijing’s approach to a packaged 
economic arrangement, much like in other countries.  the agreement 
also calls for the Chinese to invest in the development of a series of 
related infrastructure projects, including, power plants, roads and 
railroad lines.  as a result, the construction of a 400 megawatt elec-
tricity plant is planned; the laying out of rail lines to transport the 
copper, including a rail line that would connect to the Uzbek bor-
der and other lines to connect to Pakistan; and additional road and 
transport projects.  accordingly, if undertaken under these provisions, 
the aynak mine is expected to generate about 10,000 direct jobs 
and an additional 40,000 employment related to the broader infra-
structure development projects.  the discovery of these riches offers 
afghanistan - for the first time - a golden opportunity to create and 
expand economic growth and sustainability: beyond 2014, according 
to World Bank projections,the country will need around $6 billion to 
$7 billion of foreign aid each year in order to grow its economy14. 

to confirm its commitment to afghanistan further and to broadcast 
its intention, on september 22nd, 2012, China signed security and eco-
nomic agreements with afghanistan during a rare trip to Kabul by a 
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top Chinese official.  mr. zhou yongkang, Beijing’s domestic security 
chief and a member of its Politburo standing Committee, who has 
also overseen a crackdown on unrest in the Chinese muslim-populated 
Xinjiang regionbordering afghanistan, represented the first visit to 
afghanistan by a senior Chinese leader since 1966.  true to its foreign 
policy imperative globally, China has not sought military involvement in 
afghanistan, however this agreement on advancing security and eco-
nomic cooperation included an arrangement for China to help “train, 
fund and equip afghan police15.”  Interestingly, in addition to visiting 
afghanistan, zhou was also scheduled to travel to turkmenistan fol-
lowing a visit to singapore.  this is another demonstration of Beijing’s 
continuing commitment to the region as whole and reflective of 
China’s growing influence as a world power, as it now contemplates 
the withdrawal of natO forces from afghanistan. 

The Trials & Tribulations of the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-
Pakistan-India Pipeline (TAPI)

Building energy pipelines through afghanistan is not a novel idea. 

In fact, an initial idea for trans-afghan Pipeline was conceived in the 
early 1990s when turkmenistan along with international gas and oil 
corporations desired to build a pipeline through afghanistan going 
south from turkmenistan.  after the ousting of the taliban, in 2002, 
the asian Development Bank revived the idea and conducted a feasi-
bility study to establish the taPI pipeline.  the project’s goals were to 
export up to 33 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas per year via 
a 1,800-kilometer long pipeline, from turkmenistan to afghanistan, 
Pakistan, and finally reaching India. In 2008, the total project costs 
were estimated at $7.6 billion16. the revenues from the pipeline were 
projected to be as much as $1.4 billion per year in transit fees for 
afghanistan. India and Pakistan would receive 14 bcm per year each 
which amounted to about 15% of Pakistan’s total annual energy con-
sumption and about 1.5% of India’s17.  as originally conceived, taPI 
presented an opportunity for regional cooperation with afghanistan 
as the epicenter, linking the economies of the four countries together 
and with wider regional implications and fitting into the desires 
of international participants under the framework of Central asia 
Regional economic Cooperation (CaReC) initiative.  although momen-
tum has been lacking in recent years, taPI received a new shot in the 
arm when in june 2012, India’s gaIl and Pakistan’s Inter state gas 
system signed gas purchases and sales agreements with turkmenistan 
to supply taPI with the flow of energy from Central asia.  earlier, in 
april 2012, turkmenistan and Pakistan signed agreements to solid-
ify their discussions and have taPI, when built, transport gas from 
turkmenistan via afghanistan to multan in Pakistan, and then to the 
Indian township of Fazilka.  taPI has always been a challenge due 
the security situation in afghanistan and because the pipeline would 
traverse from afghanistan’s east to its south, the typical hotbed of the 
taliban.  however, in a geostrategic move worthy of the best chess 
player in the neighborhood, and as further described below, a new 
twist initiated by Beijing, proposing a pipeline from turkmenistan to 
China via afghanistan, may eventually put the last nail in the taPI’s 
coffin and spell its demise. 
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Proposed TAPI Gas Pipeline

 
source: Canadian Centre for Policy alternatives

Central and South Asia Pipelines – A Regional View

 
source: Canadian Centre for Policy alternatives*

*the Canadian Centre for Policy alternatives, “a Pipeline through a troubled land”, june 19, 2008, 
Ottawa, Canada
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4. Challenges & Potentials in Pakistan & Central Asia 

I. Pakistan’s Challenges

as much as the challenges of afghanistan are extreme, they may pale 
with the dire situation of Pakistan.  the differences between the two 
countries could not be more striking.  Pakistan’s population is five 
times more than afghanistan’s.  Pakistan is one of the world’s seven 
nations with nuclear weapons and is situated next door to India, also 
a nuclear nation.  he end of the Cold War presented an historic oppor-
tunity in the region, engendering economic progress and reform, and 
sparking the burgeoning of new industries, notably in high-tech.  this 
era of globalization, with the explosion of new regional trade and new 
exchanges between countries, marking a new dawn for asia, has in 
effect, passed Pakistan by.  the country’s economic growth has been 
the lowest in south asia. as detailed in the table below, according 
to the World Bank, Pakistan’s average gDP growth for years 2007 
to 2011 was 3.5%.  gDP growth for the same period was 6.2% for 
Bangladesh and 7.7% for India18.   Pakistan’s rate of inflation at 11% 
in 2011 is the highest in south asia.  Its agricultural sector has also 
been lagging and was dealt an additional blow with the series of 
floods in recent years which devastated parts of the country. 

GDP Growth in South Asia

2007 2008 2009 2010 1011 Average

Pakistan 5.7 1.6 3.6 4.1 2.4 3.5

Bangladesh 6.4 6.2 5.7 6.1 6.7 6.2

India 9.8 3.9 8.2 9.6 6.9 7.7

Pakistan's GDP Growth Difference (2007-2011)

With Bangladesh 2.7

With India 4.2

source: World Development Indicators

at the same time, daily electricity outages are negatively affecting 
growth and crippling small businesses which are vital to its economy.  
Pakistan’s Planning Commission estimates that the country’s energy 
shortfall has cost the country 2 to 3 percentage points in gDP growth 
in the past year.  the credit rating agency moody’s cut Pakistan’s sover-
eign credit rating deeper in the junk credit category in mid 2012 citing 
concerns about the country’s ability to service its growing debt, politi-
cal uncertainty and inflation.  In september 2012, the World economic 
Forum’s global Competitiveness Report ranked Pakistan among the bot-
tom 20 of  144 economies in the world19. 

economic integration within the region is particularly a concern in the 
case of Pakistan, as the country does not trade very much within its own 
region.  according to the World Bank the bulk of its trading is with far 
off countries such as the United Kingdom, the Unites states, german 
and the arabian gulf area.  although trading with countries situated at 
longer distances is also beneficial, not trading enough with neighbor-
ing countries may explain part of Pakistan’s stunted economic growth. 
this is one of Pakistan’s greatest disadvantages, keeping its economic 
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growth below its economic potential. Pakistan’s trade with afghanistan 
has been growing over the past decade, now just under $2 billion. 
Interestingly, although some trading is done via the Uae, trade between 
Pakistan and India, the giant in south asia, is also about $2.5 billion a 
year.  In fact, bilateral trade with India is well below what it could be. 
In fact, trade with India accounts for only about 3% of Pakistan’s trade 
with all countries20 and Pakistan accounts for less than half a percent of 
India’s trade.  however, in a recent study, when trade is considered under 
a gravity model which estimates potential bilateral trade rather than 
actual trade, assuming effective economic integration, it was projected 
that bilateral trade between India and Pakistan could reach over $40 
billion a year21.  that would be over 20 times the current level of trade 
between these two neighbors.  seeking to increase economic integration 
and trade openness between the two countries will not only help allevi-
ate Pakistan’s fragile economy, open interactions between the two, spur 
regional activity for small business, but also would unlock a whole new 
plane of economic activity in south asia, which could in turn benefit 
afghanistan and other nations in the region. 

II. China: The Importance of Gwadar for  Regional Reach

Pakistan and China are long-standing allies and enjoy what can be 
characterized best as a sui generis relationship.  China has had over 60 
years of close relations with Pakistan on the political, military and eco-
nomic fronts.  It has been Pakistan’s principal provider of nuclear and 
conventional weapons and technology and its principal arms supplier 
over this time.   Furthermore, China has steadily expanded its economic 
ties with Pakistan as it has  helped finance over two hundred projects in 
the country, including the expansion and improvement of the Karakoram 
highway, the thar coal project, the Bhasha Dam, and the gwadar 
deep sea port construction on coast of Pakistan’s Balochistān province.  
gwadar has emerged as a vital strategic move by China and has raised 
concerns by others, notably India, which believes China may eye its use 
as a deep water port for the expansion of its naval power in the Indian 
Ocean.  China signed the gwadar agreement just four months after the 
Us intervention in afghanistan, in 2001.  In addition, Beijing has also 
invested over $200 million into building coastal highways that will con-
nect gwadar with the port of Karachi.  

China also aims to help Pakistan connect its economy with Central 
asia by land routes, via the construction of additional roads from 
the Pakistani border town of Chaman in Baluchistan to Qandahar in 
afghanistan.  the thinking is that the gwadar port will connect the 
region via the Karakoram highway in Pakistan to its border in China’s 
Xinjiang region.  In this sense, Beijing is attempting to integrate the 
Pakistani economy into its own commercial and trade activities and 
at the same time, opening access to Central asia via land routes.  the 
design and execution of this plan has also addressed China’s continuing 
concern to seek control over its majority muslim province in Xinjiang via 
massive investments in the region as a whole, including in afghanistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, tajikistan, Uzbekistan, turkmenistan and Kazakhstan.  
Under agreement with Pakistan, singapore’s Psa International has 
been managing the port of gwadar for the past five years, though it is 
reportedly recently.  preparing to leave, due to certain disagreements.  
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as the subsequent phases of construction for the port ran into uncer-
tainties, China’s commitment to its success was questioned.  however, 
on august 30th 2012, Pakistan announced that it will turn over the 
management of the port to a Chinese company22.   Beijing’s return 
is indeed a watershed in the region as this would be China’s largest 
commitment to Pakistan (other than the Karakoram highway).   It also 
confirms China’s desire to build the oil and gas pipeline from the port 
all the way to its own border, across Pakistani territory, solidifying its 
foothold in the arabian sea and the Indian Ocean, where it has consid-
erable strategic interest both in helping address its energy security and 
in obtaining broader influence in the region.

III. Central Asia:  Under-Trading & Regional Potential 

Central asian countries share many common characteristics, includ-
ing significant historic, cultural, social, and ethnic ties.  they also share 
geographic characteristics, such as challenging topography and lack of 
direct access to the sea, as all countries in the region are landlocked.   
although there has been some progress since the break-up of the soviet 
Union, improvements on governance, civic society and democratic insti-
tutions have been uneven and lacking.  Despite advances in the past 
two decades, the countries of Central asia are burdened by their soviet 
style economic legacies, the dominance of primary commodities, the lack 
of effective trade facilities impeding regional trade, and in many cases, 
wholly underperforming transport infrastructures, which have all kept 
economic growth at paces well below their potential.  the rise of China 
as the main factor in the region and the potential of afghanistan may 
both now contribute to shifting the geopolitical plane and unlocking 
Central asia’s potential.  

Central asia’s daunting limitations have resulted in creating serious and 
lasting economic challenges.  In particular, trade among neighboring 
countries make up only a fraction of the region’s total trade.  In addition, 
Central asian countries “under-trade” with south and east asia com-
pared to their actual trade potential.  By regional standards, trade among 
Central asia countries is remarkably stunted compared to intra-trade 
among countries in other regions, as it stands at 5.3% of total trade 
while it is 36% among east asian countries23.  In economic modeling, 
the so-called “gravity model” is used to assess the potential for trade 
activity and as a basis for comparison with actual trade in estimating the 
extent of lost trade.  For example, under the gravity model, Ian Babetsk 
found that, adjusting for relative economic size and distances, a full 
decade after being free from the soviet Union, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan traded at levels considerably below their potentials com-
pared to eU countries.  trade also remains below its potential with other 
regions. elborgh-Woytek found that Central asian countries actual trade 
with the eU was three times below their potential for trade24.  although 
infrastructure quality in Central asian countries is far behind that of 
east asia, even more striking is the lack of foreign direct investments 
(FDI) among the nations of the region.  While the share of intraregional 
FDI inflows in 2008–2009 for southeast asia and east asia was 6.3% 
and 42%, respectively, it was only 0.02% in Central asia25.  this is an 
important indication of the impact of a serious lack of regional economic 
integration. 
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Rivalries in Economic and Political Models

many of the nations in this region have stark disagreements and rivalries, 
which are in turn being leveraged by external power players to create 
new in-roads in attempts to secure their strategic interests.  external 
participants have historically pursued their own interests in the region, 
often at the expense of the regional nations involved. Russia, europe and 
and the Us have sought to advance their interests by attempting to cre-
ate progress in their own image; and to assure their security concerns, as 
represented by the latter two’s massive presence in nearby afghanistan.  
however, as examined earlier, it is clear that Beijing is emerging as the 
most influential when it comes to leveraging these regional rivalries.  

For instance, in relations to Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, who have 
pursued two different models of economic development, one is largely 
based on market oriented policies and the other continuing to preserve 
state ownership of most natural resources, as well as controlling price 
subsidies. another example is that of the “water wars” in the region, 
with the water system being intricately tied to both energy security and 
the security of water supply for all countries involved.  Downstream coun-
tries, Uzbekistan, turkmenistan and parts of Kazakhstan, where water is 
vital to agriculture production, are concerned about upstream providers, 
tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.  In turn, both tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan seek to 
use their water systems to produce energy for domestic use and increas-
ingly for the purpose of exporting.  these rivalries are not just stories 
from the past.  On september 7, 2012, while on a visit to Kazakhstan’s 
capital, President Islam Karimov of Uzbekistan has in fact re-iterated calls 
against neighboring Kyrgyzstan and tajikistan, warning that their efforts 
to build hydroelectric power stations on rivers upstream may spark 
more than neighborhood spats26.  external powers need to understand 
the particularity of each country in the region, to best advance their 
interests. In this sense, as evidenced by their growing close political and 
commercial ties forged in the past decade, no other power than China is 
in a better position, not only to link the region together, but to best exert 
its influent over its geopolitics. 

IV. Russia’s Fading Influence

In addition to the lack of trust between the countries of Central asia, 
and despite the historic ties still binding the former republics to Russia, 
tensions remain - and in certain cases have increased over time - with 
moscow.  For example, turkmenistan resisted participating in natO’s 
northern supply routes for afghanistan via Russia as it remained distrust-
ful of Russia’s desire to dominate its transport corridors.  Russia’s pursuit 
of the Collective security treaty Organization (CstO) is increasingly seen 
as creating competition in the region, rather than fostering agreements, 
and as having the purpose of Russia acting as an ultimate provider of 
security.  In the same vein, Uzbekistan’s relation with Russia has been 
rocky too.  even though it had a leadership role in it, Uzbekistan left the 
CstO to seek closer ties with natO.  

additionally, one of the important failures in Central asia is the lack of 
any regional mechanism allowing effective cooperation and economic 
integration especially in the energy and trade sectors with Russia.  the 
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great links binding Russia to the region were not leveraged or improved 
to facilitate new frameworks addressing the needs of these economies 
as the 21st century arrived.  this is partly Russia’s shortcoming: how-
ever, it is also a manifestation of moscow’s lack of ultimate control over 
extension of influence in a world with significant new emerging powers.  
For instance, in the gas sectors, Russia has been busy trying to play off 
Central asian nations against one other, to extract maximum profit for its 
energy conglomerates. Bilateral agreements, often putting other nations 
at a disadvantage, have kept gas price agreements artificial and unsus-
tainable compared with world market requirements. however, Russia has 
not been successful in engineering greater influence over the countries 
of Central asia now conscious of their new potential. 

the fact that Central asia’s structural characteristics are keeping its pros-
pects from being realized (for example, trade potential is much higher 
than actual trade) reveals one of the most substantial dormant assets still 
to be leveraged in the region.  as mentioned earlier, although there have 
been attempts on the international level to help resolve these challenges, 
they have hitherto lacked effectiveness.  the solution may not be easily 
reached, since it may now be increasingly dependent on the desire by 
the nations in the region to connect to outside markets.  In fact, the new 
geopolitical shift in Central asia can now be seen under the umbrella 
of an emerging structure of multi-dimensional foreign policy, essentially 
based on economic interests and wishes of each country to increase 
export revenues.  In this sense, despite Russia’s historic dominance over 
gas and other energy infrastructures in the past, these schemes are wear-
ing thin and have provided an opening for the Central asia states to seek 
better economic rents.  all the Central asian nations are now engaged 
in these efforts, with even the smaller countries such as tajikistan and 
Kyrgyzstan looking beyond Russia, which itself will now have to compete 
with turkey, europe and the Us, but most importantly, also with China.  
Despite the lack of highly developed governance structures in the region 
and the pursuit of rent-seeking activities by many of its leaders, it seems 
that due to China’s advances in the region, economics may be beginning 
to define intra-regional politics in this part of the world. 

5. China’s Rise

A Global Economic Power

since beginning its economic reform in 1979 and opening up its mar-
kets to foreign trade and investment, China’s economic growth has 
been unprecedented in history.  the country’s annual gross domes-
tic product (gDP) has increased by 9.9% for 31 years in a row now.  
By contrast, in the United states, the world’s largest economy, gDP 
growth has averaged 2.8% during the same three decades27.  no 
other nation of significant size has grown at this rate.  In nominal 
terms, China is now considered the world’s second largest economy.  
however, what lies ahead may be more striking yet and a fact we all 
have to reckon with.  a few years ago, when goldman sachs projected 
that China’s gDP would overtake that of the United states by 2027, it 
took many by surprise.  yet, the International monetary Fund (ImF), 
in its World economic Outlook of april 201128, predicted that China’s 
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economy would exceed the size of the Us economy by 2016.  What 
is even more striking is that by using purchasing power parity (PPP), 
a more realistic comparative measure of economies, China’s economy 
may actually already be larger than that of the United states.  In fact, 
the economist arvind subramanian has concluded that China’s econo-
my has already surpassed the economy of the United states in 201029.  
If true, for the first time in over 200 years of Western economic 
dominance, a nation outside of the Western domain will dominate the 
world economy.  this fact should not be taken lightly, since in the case 
of the Us’ economic dominance, security and political dominance also 
followed.  Before the Us, the same was true for the United Kingdom.  
If history is a guide, the same may now come true for China.  What 
remains to be seen is what follows next. 

China’s Geostrategic Interests in Energy Security 

China’s economic growth is vital to its survival, not only because it has 
been able to extract over 500 million of its people out of poverty – the 
greatest number ever in human history – but also because without con-
tinued growth, China may face social and political challenges which 
may risk the country’s cohesion and stability.  to help sustain its mete-
oric economic growth, China also recognizes that it needs to assure the 
supply of sufficient energy resources.  It thus follows that its massive 
appetite for energy is a national security imperative.  China is now the 
world’s number one consumer of coal, steel and copper.  It is mostly 
responsible for the soaring global prices in oil and commodities and is 
now second only to the Us in terms of oil and electricity consumption.  
this Chinese phenomenon is a challenge with truly global dimensions.  
the Iea has stated that China surpassed the Us in 2009 as the largest 
energy consumer nation in the world. Despite vigorous efforts at domes-
tic exploration, the Iea projects that China’s oil imports will increase by 
over 600% by 2030.  to place this need for energy in the global context, 
the Iea has estimated that Chinese demand will represent 40% of the 
projected increase in total global energy demand30.  China relies on for-
eign imports for over 50% of its oil consumption and, as projected by 
the Iea, this dependence will increase to 70%-80% in just a few years.  
already over 80% of China’s oil imports already come from the middle 
east region with 90% of its oil traffic pass through the straits of malacca 
in the Indian Ocean to reach China in the south China sea31.  China is 
all too aware that security for the straits of malacca has been provided 
by Us carriers and gunships.  Beijing sees its level of energy dependence 
on foreign sources and on routes it cannot fully control as a strategic risk 
to the country’s growth and social stability.   this concern over energy 
dependence is pushing China to make long-lasting strategic decisions 
with major security implications, not only for its region, but also for the 
rest of the world. 

China as the Dominant Force in the Region

since the 1980s, Beijing has pursued a periphery policy of fostering 
closer relations with its neighbors. While at first designed to mitigate 
fears about China‘s rise, the strategy also comprised the development 
of closer economic and security relations.  When the soviet Union col-
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lapsed, China was understandably concerned about undue dissipation 
of authority over nuclear weapons and to mitigate any support that the 
newly created states might incite in Xingjian’s secessionist movement in 
Western China.  Beijing’s strategy of engagement in the region seeks 
to gain ground over Russia; to exert greater influence while it positions 
itself for natO’s departure from afghanistan; and to serve its inter-
ests vis a vis other large powers, such as India.  China helped establish 
the shanghai Cooperation Organization (sCO) in 1991, which includes 
Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, tajikistan and Uzbekistan as members, 
with afghanistan, India and Pakistan as observers. through the sCO, 
Beijing has extended its writ not only over Central asia, but over the 
entire region. 

With China now the leading economic power in Central asia, its presence 
in this region, as in africa, comprises a hybrid of foreign aid, investment, 
and short and long-term lending.  this assistance began with the signing 
in april 1996 of wide economic and security agreements with Central 
asian economies, where Beijing has engineered unique mixes of economic 
instruments tailored to the particular needs of each one.  In 2006, Chinese 
firms began the building of two oil and gas pipelines from Kazakhstan and 
turkmenistan to China.  In 2009, China struck further loans-for-energy 
deal packages with the energy-rich Kazakhstan and turkmenistan states, 
laying the ground for large-scale exploration and production of oil and gas 
fields.  these efforts are similar to the economic ties created in africa and 
latin america, but in this case, they bind vast energy resources from Cen-
tral asia eastward to China’s borders.  Beijing’s presence in Central asia is 
overwhelming. In turkmenistan, one the world’s largest gas producer, the 
China national Petroleum Corporation (CnPC) is the only foreign compa-
ny with an onshore contract for oil and gas.  In Kyrgyzstan and tajikistan 
(endowed with less oil and gas), Beijing has become the most significant 
foreign investor and aid provider, focusing on electric power generation 
and transmission, as well as the development and improvement of roads 
and rail networks. Indeed, the export-Import Bank of China is tajikistan’s 
largest single creditor with holdings of the country’s total foreign debt 
now projected to reach 70%.  

In addition, as China seeks to enhance its energy security, it is reducing 
its vulnerability via a multi-pronged strategy with potentially far-reaching 
consequences. this is being achieved via both the acquisition of foreign 
oil and gas fields but also via a series of long-sought infrastructure and 
pipeline agreements with neighboring countries, to assure steady flows 
of oil and gas directly to China.  to the extent that Beijing is successful in 
turning countries to become mostly exclusive suppliers, it almost certainly 
will affect the capacity of world energy markets to respond to shortages 
with flexibility.  China has invested heavily in the Central asian nations of 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.  Beijing is building power plants in tajikistan 
and Kyrgyzstan.  and in a significant sign of a shift in the geopolitical 
landscape, in December 2009, the Chinese President hu jintao and his 
counterparts in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and turkmenistan marked the 
opening of a new 1,100 miles gas pipeline which runs from Kazakhstan’s 
central Karaganda region to China’s northwest Xinjiang region through all 
three Central asian states.  In fact, the successful start of this gas pipeline  
is an indication of the seriousness on yet another - even longer -  
pipeline, the planned 3,000 kilometer project linking the Caspian sea 
hydrocarbon deposits to China.
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The Turkmenistan Gambit: Displacing Traditional Regional Power 

It is important to assess China’s presence in the Central asia region not just 
in terms of its desire to access energy but as a truly transformational factor 
in changing the nature of the region’s economic potential, one which no 
other regional or global power is in a position to replicate.

China now acts as the dominant catalyst to unlock the prospects of Central 
asia nations.  a perfect example is turkmenistan which has never been able 
to take advantage of more open markets and the ability to diversify the 
production and sale of its natural resources.  thus far, under the Russian 
influence, turkmen gas has been directly sold to Russia’s gazprom, which 
in turn has been able to re-export it to european markets earning revenues 
at beneficial market prices.  this has relegated turkmenistan to a subservi-
ent status but has also not allowed it to open up its economic potential.  In 
november of 2011, turkmenistan President gurbanguly Berdymukhame-
dov was invited to Beijing where he struck a new deal to supply China 
with 65 million cubic meters of natural gas a year32.  this would be about 
half of China’s 2010 total gas consumption. many saw this deal as a coup 
by turkmenistan at the expense of Russia. Indeed, Russia has long sought 
larger deals to export gas to China.  now with ashgabat providing this 
level of supply, it makes Russia’s demands more challenging. many observ-
ers stated that turkmenistan had executed a coup against Russia.  however, 
the actual fact is that this is not a coup by ashgabat, but a shrewd move by 
Beijing in restructuring the chess board in Central asia and in advancing her 
continued efforts to secure its geopolitical position as a future world power.  
China’s move has also allowed turkmenistan to seek additional diversifica-
tion away from Russia and with the european Union which desires to help 
build the trans-Caspian gas pipeline from turkmenistan to europe.  even 
though China may be pursuing its own interests in securing gas delivery 
to feed its economic growth, what has been revealed for turkmenistan in 
this type of arrangement is unique in its developmental history.  By this, 
turkmenistan not only reduces its dependence with Russia’s old ties but, 
once endowed with both revenues and improved world class infrastructure, 
it could seek new mechanisms and develop new markets outside of both 
Russia and China’s spheres, without confrontation with either one.  turk-
menistan would acquire the ability, should its leaders desire it, to connect 
to the broader global markets, including south asia and the gulf, and in 
the process create new opportunities for itself and the concerned nations 
in these new markets.  In this respect, China, above all other power players, 
is viewed as the most important factor in helping create increased regional 
economic integration. 

China in Kazakhstan & Tajikistan 

the turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan-China transit pipeline built to 
supply China with gas passes through Kazakhstan’s territory.  Of its to-
tal 1,830 kilometers, 1,115 kilometers are in Kazak territory.  Kazakhstan 
is also building a dedicated pipeline addition to export its own gas to 
China33.  as such, Kazakhstan is now a major contributor to China’s en-
ergy security strategy.  China’s efforts to engage Kazakhstan started with 
the establishment, in 2007, of a joint venture between trans-asia gas 
Pipeline, a Chinese firm and Kazakhstan’s Kaztransgaz, which is actually 
a fully-owned subsidiaries of China’s national Petroleum Corporation and 
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Kazakhstan’s national owned firm, Kazmunaigaz.  this arrangement is 
important as it establishes China’s firm hold on the Caspian basin, assur-
ing the delivery of its resources eastward and at the expense of others, 
such as Russia, seeking to access the same resources.  In this sense, the 
geostrategic aspect of these pipelines is far reaching as they leave little to 
no volume available for other trans-Caspian pipelines going westward.  
the implications for both europe and Russia are considerable, especially 
as demand continues to increase in asia. 

although both turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are certainly energy-rich, 
there is another example explaining why China’s presence in Central asia 
is not bound by energy alone.  

the Chinese strategy seems to look ahead in the future to forge both 
economic and political ties in the present, which in turn, may serve it bet-
ter in the years to come.  this longer-term approach for results is often 
unlike strategies pursued by other global powers desiring to operate in the 
region.  even though tajikistan is the poorest nation in Central asia, China 
has sought to assist its neighbor, with whom it shares borders linking 
them to afghanistan and Pakistan, via making investments with few obvi-
ous strings attached. although the aDB has also attempted to fund road  
projects, it is often Chinese efforts which achieve the type of results most 
appreciated by Dushanbe.  Working via the sCO, China secured fund-
ing for tajikistan to build roads linking tajikistan and Uzbekistan.  Dush-
anbe sees the immediate benefits of these infrastructures spurring its own 
links in trade and exchanges across the region.  at the same time, China 
brings benefits to tajikistan and the region by serving its own longer-term 
views of the future in the region.  In this sense, it also sees benefits from 
potential rail connections from China through Kyrgyzstan and northern 
tajikistan passing via afghanistan to reach the Indian Ocean ports, in-
cluding gwadar in Pakistan and Bandar abbas in Iran.  although Beijing 
understands that these rail routes in tajikistan may not have immediate 
economic paybacks, it appears to calculate that with the eventual devel-
opment of afghanistan, trade networks connecting northern territories 
via afghanistan as well as going east to China and Pakistan and west to 
Iran will be critical. China may end up not only benefiting from a new 
bustling Central asian regional trading hub, but also as being seen as a 
true partner to the nations of the wider region.  although not immedi-
ately apparent, while Beijing is seeking to extend its geopolitical writ (and 
seemingly not gaining in short-term), it is, more than any other entity, 
contributing significantly to economic integration in this region. 

Changing the Geostrategic Plane: One Pipeline & the Telling 
Demise of TAPI 

at the sCO summit in Beijing on june 8, 2012, President hu jintao of 
China met with President hamid Karzai of afghanistan to discuss regional 
and bilateral agreements.  as part of the discussion, the Chinese advanced 
a proposal to build a turkmenistan-northern afghanistan-tajikistan-China 
gas pipeline34.  this pipeline, if built has the potential of changing the 
energy and geopolitical dynamics in the region in ways not envisioned by 
external observers.  Feasibility studies led by China’s national Petroleum 
Corporation (CnPC) are underway and the proposal is due to also cover 
oil and gas exploration by CnPC in afghanistan’s north.
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to add context, the proposal for the new turkmenistan-afghanistan-
tajikistan-China pipeline is in addition to talks the Chinese have had 
with Kyrgyzstan, where another pipeline could be built, which would go 
through Kyrgyzstan, to reach China and to deliver turkmen gas.  geopoli-
tics are at play in many ways here:  

i. Firstly, the availability of turkmen gas would help reduce, if not end, 
Kyrgyzstan’s complete dependence on supplies from Uzbekistan, with 
which it has had disagreements as covered earlier. 

ii. In addition, China would earn Bishkek’s trust as such a pipeline could 
be leveraged to create closer links between Kyrgyzstan’s internal north 
and south. 

iii. With these agreements, if fully carried out, Beijing’s reach is further 
extended over the wider region, because the countries of afghani-
stan, tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are in great need of gas supplies. 

iv. these three countries would also gain significantly from the construc-
tion of the pipeline itself - and more importantly, from the transit 
revenues. 

It is worthwhile noting here, that contrary to China, powerful western na-
tions have pursued efforts to help build pipelines connecting Central asia 
to the outside markets for over 20 years, without completing a even single 
one. this is not due to lack of effort. after the breakup of the soviet Un-
ion, Us energy companies were encouraged to help connect Central asia 
to europe and south asia, in order to mitigate Russia’s influence in the 
region. attempts were made to build pipelines, including one known as 
nabucco, (planned to go from the Caspian sea reserves linking turkmeni-
stan to turkey and europe via azerbaijan). as nabucco did not go any-
where, recently the name was changed to “nabucco West” for a pipeline 
starting in azerbaijan leaving turkmenistan out. “nabucco West” would 
supply an alternative source of gas to european nations, helping mitigate 
europe’s dependence on Russian gas supplies. however, “nabucco West” 
has still not been built, despite discussions and evaluations which origi-
nally started in 1991. 

With the new turkmenistan-afghanistan-tajikistan-China proposal, the 
Chinese have dropped a proverbial “bomb” on the geopolitics of the en-
tire region. 

this arrangement has deep and broad economic and geopolitical con-
sequences, and is in line with a semblance of a grand strategy pursued 
both in the region and across the globe.  It is also reflective of how Beijing 
is poised to change the nature of geopolitics in the region and another 
indication of China’s rise and growing influence over the political climate 
both in the region and globally. 

First, the new pipeline proposal immediately puts at risk the long-dis-
cussed but never-realized Us-backed taPI pipeline.  taPI was supposed 
to go through afghanistan’s east and south, where the taliban are most 
active, before ending in Pakistan and eventually in India.  the new branch 
of the Chinese pipeline would only traverse northern afghanistan, which 
is much more stable.  as mentioned, taPI has been recently resuscitated 
by the United states as part of its “new silk Road” strategy, hoping to dis-
sipate and turn around the uncertain security.  herein lies a fundamental 
difference between the Us and Chinese approaches. the Us’ pursuit of 
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the “new silk Road” strategy appears to be – at best - a political proposal. 
not only has the Us not demonstrated the ability to provide the financing 
to back its “new silk Road”, but has also not been able to secure funding 
for the taPI, either over the years or on the occasion of this “brand new” 
strategy. 

second, and by contrast, Beijing’s approach to its involvement in Cen-
tral asia, whether for energy pipelines or other infrastructure building, 
has been to provide a “packaged” approach, inclusive of loan-for-energy 
funding, road projects, and other incentives.  In this sense, not only is 
China displacing other powers such as the Us and Russia, as well as in-
ternational organizations such as the World Bank and the ImF, but in the 
process, it can begin to claim credit for helping facilitate regional integra-
tion, where other powers have fallen short. 

The Consequences for Pakistan & India

the afghanistan-China pipeline proposal by Beijing has important con-
sequences for Pakistan and India. In july 2012, India suffered the larg-
est electricity outage in history leaving over 670 million Indians without 
power.  the afghanistan-China pipeline, if built, would also leave India 
without access to the much-needed gas from turkmenistan.  If taPI is not 
built it might create yet another opportunity for Pakistan as a result, and 
shift the regional geopolitical map once again.  Pakistan is now in a posi-
tion to push on renewing discussions on building the Iran-Pakistan-India 
(IPI) pipeline.  During the june 2012 sCO meeting, Pakistan discussed re-
suming considerations for the IPI with Iran’s President ahmadinejad, and 
there are indications that support for IPI funding may be forthcoming from 
China.  Understandably, the Us does not support the IPI, let alone the 
prospect of losing its influence with its ally Pakistan and setting back 
the taPI efforts. 

the Chinese demarche to pursue the afghanistan-China pipeline ar-
rangement also may have rather devastating consequences for Russia, 
which has been in negotiation to provide additional gas supplies to 
China from its massive siberian gas fields.  however, as the turkmen 
gas supplies to China increase from its current flows, gas would be 
delivered to China at much lower negotiated prices, due to China’s 
role as financer of the existing turkmenistan-China pipelines.  as the 
new proposal would augment gas flows to China, similar arrangements 
would be struck and gas prices would have similar arrangements.  In 
this sense, Russia may be losing twice over, as it not only is not able to 
get access to turkmen gas for its own benefit, but would also have to 
deal with extremely competitive prices, as China’s involvement has now 
altered gas prices in the region. 

Clearly, China has the ability to actually build the energy pipelines 
planned and has demonstrated its aptitude in forging closer relations 
with the nations in question. as a result, Beijing is can be seen as the 
necessary partner in spurring integration in the region. While the taPI 
has always been closer to a dream than to reality, China has built the 
pipelines it has sought to build. In this sense, China’s arrival within this 
region has rippling consequences and affecting the global balance of 
power.
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Finally, what we are observing is that China’s rise in many parts of the world, 
and in particular in the Central and south asia region, is a demonstration 
that - contrary to common belief - economics may indeed be driving politics.  
at the same time, many of the challenges of this region lie in deep politi-
cal and historic mistrust where leadership personalities and corrupt officials 
often prevail over national affairs. the examination of China’s emerging glo-
bal role demonstrates that when it comes to relations with the Central and 
south asia nations, developing ties based on forging the instrumentalization  
necessary to carry out its strategies, building trust with the leadership of each 
nation, investing in supporting trade and commercial exchanges and seek-
ing to focus on enhancing economic development, may re-define both the 
economic and political planes in ways seldom possible by other participants, 
especially the Us and the eU. this approach places China front and central 
as the most powerful nation in the region.

6. Conclusions

the Central and south asia regions cannot be adequately examined 
without thoroughly understanding the upcoming dominance that China 
is now poised to exercise over the entire area.  any strategic conception 
or efforts along the political, economic, security and social dimensions 
pursued by small or larger actors, by state and non-state actors or by 
multilateral organizations, cannot be successfully achieved if China’s his-
toric ascendance in the region is not fully integrated within policy design 
and along global, regional and bilateral engagements. 

much of the region under review is mired in both political and economic 
challenges, including ever-present threats in the afghanistan-Pakistan 
axis; tense relations between India and Pakistan; and the significant 
structural economic challenges exhibited as the principal characteristics 
of Central asian nations. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the heavy 
presence of the Us and eU in afghanistan via natO’s engagement, has 
not produced the basis for sustainable economic development, nor has it 
engendered mechanisms to spur economic integration between Central 
and south asia.  

In undertaking a systematic review of the major forces at play and 
their geopolitical significance, a central goal of this examination was 
to elucidate the underlying dominant factors most responsible for real-
izing the type of economic integration often desired for the region. In 
this respect, China has now emerged as the most potent power and 
the indisputable leading actor in facilitating regional economic inte-
gration across these territories.  It appears that Beijing has ascended 
to this role, as an actor endowed with far more potent geopolitical 
instrumentalization.  In the pursuit of  better understanding and assess-
ing the geopolitics of economic integration within the region, it is 
also apparent that the Us, eU, and Russia, often viewed as the sole 
active dominant forces in world affairs, have not been successful in 
extending their writ over the region by crafting strategies to spur 
sustainable political and economic stability. In addition, much of the 
regional schemes promoted as agents of effective economic integra-
tion have not produced concrete results, during the past three decades.  
through its extensive, region-wide investments, strategically building 
up close relationships with all the nations in the region, China has now 
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emerged as the most potent power and the indisputable leading actor 
in facilitating regional economic integration across these territories, and 
as reflected in its massive emerging global economic dominance, it is 
now acting as the de facto preeminent force over this entire expanded 
region. these political and economic advances are creating the condi-
tions for a type of regional integration not envisioned previously by 
other major global actors - even displacing multilateral organizations 
such as the World Bank, the ImF and the aDB.

In this respect, it is China’s investments in roads, extensive pipeline net-
works, infrastructure and trade, which now need be seen as the dominant 
facilitators of economic growth in the region. In this sense, it is rather 
intriguing to observe that Beijing’s execution of its regional activities, while 
helping to increase economic independence in Central asian nations - i.e., 
readying the playing field - is now emerging as conceivably the principal 
factor paving the way for afghanistan to act as a land bridge and advance 
these countries’ interests in seeking markets in south asia, and at the same 
time fulfilling its destiny in realizing the new supply-demand equitation now 
emerging in the region.  although Beijing may not readily admit to such a 
grand strategy, there is a recognition that very little China does is without 
some strategic consequences. 

even though China’s influence over this region is now almost total, this 
is not the story of China’s rise alone.  For Central  asian countries, as a 
result of the recently acquired basis for economic independence - which 
can only fully emerge by unlocking the potential of these new assets 
with the involvement of afghanistan - the nations of this region are now 
emerging, and genuinely bestowed, with a whole host of new capabilities, 
opportunities and options at their disposal, in order to undertake a series 
of demarches in pursuit of their own national interests.  the policy implica-
tions of the above are far-reaching for the traditional major powers – the 
Us, eU and Russia.

the United states’ relations with asia are now evolving and changing at 
a rapid pace.  While it was able to better fare - and even benefit from 
- the rise of allies such as japan, Korea, singapore and taiwan, China’s 
ascendance requires new thinking by policymakers, as it redefines and 
questions the United states’ position as a global leader in ways it has 
never been challenged previously. 

It is clear too that China is not going to be an ordinary superpower.  
Despite its global ascendance, Beijing’s own domestic concerns, such as 
social stability, the sustainability of its economic growth and cohesion 
across its internal territories may define its relations with the outside 
as much as its international activities.   Contrary to many observers, 
including in the Us, who view the relationship through the perspective 
of offensive realism or power transition and may expect a more con-
frontational relationship with China, there is in fact another perspective.  
Viewing the advances achieved via the benefits of economic interde-
pendence within the globalized system indicates that the high costs of 
conflict may in fact prevent both China and the Us from engaging in 
antagonism. as such, instead of building their naval and security infra-
structure, especially in the south China sea, both countries should invest 
in furthering their economic ties, in particular to advance economic inte-
gration in the region of Central and south asia. 
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Russia’s position has been nothing short of cataclysmic when it comes 
to China’s rise in this region.  however, it still retains influence within 
its former domain.  Despite China’s new hold over many relations in the 
region, most of the leadership in this area does not want to be wholly 
dependent on Beijing.  Russia still enjoys historic and cultural ties with 
Central asia, (although some are now strained).  moscow woke up to 
the arrival and the extent of China’s rise in the region when it was hit by 
the 2008 financial crisis. this deeply affected the Russian economy, but 
China was not hit with nearly the same force.  this allowed Beijing to 
continue its economic and financial advances in the region, a reflection 
of the instrumentalization of its foreign policy strength.  In effect, post-
financial crisis, China was using lower international prices to effectuate a 
takeover, not just in Central asia - Russia’s backyard - but also in africa 
and latin america.  

In this sense, the acceleration of the global balance of power in China’s 
favor is now Russia’s greatest foreign policy challenge.  Russia would 
need to find alternative means of pursuing its interests.  One such 
approach would be to execute a strategy to advance further economic 
opening on its eastern shores to support and increase ties with China but 
also to benefit from the explosive growth experienced by the south east 
asia region.  Russia would be ill-advised to pursue its efforts within the 
CstO to further distance itself from China.  In addition, it is now under-
stood that Russia’s pursuit and establishment of the eurasia Union is due 
to its concerns about China’s rise.  again, this initiative would, on the 
margin, provide meager benefits for moscow, but it would not reduce 
or stop China’s ascendance as a world power.  Russia is endowed with 
great natural resources and is geographically well placed to not only sup-
ply energy to feed China’s economic growth but to also cultivate much 
closer ties in trade, in building additional overland connections to China, 
expand commercial exchanges, and join forces in south and east asia to 
promote more integrated markets. 

the eU is falling far behind other actors when it comes to this region.  
although its first priority is to attend to its serious economic crisis, 
Brussels would need to re-engage itself in the region to assure europe’s 
economic survival in the 21st century. the eU is dangerously dependent 
on Russia for energy.  Diversifying and securing its energy supply is rea-
son alone for a deeper engagement in this region.  Importantly, it would 
be advisableto continue to act as a block in assuring that a european 
voice is heard on the issues of governance, human rights and on sup-
porting the building of democratic institutions.  no other global power 
can claim a better position on these issues.  although promoting demo-
cratic structures would certainly be preferable, european efforts need to 
be designed to take account of each particular country’s developmental 
stage.  Pushing for elections alone can sometimes be unproductive and 
backfire.  Focusing on market-building initiatives may instead empower 
entrepreneurship and a budding middle class, which can in turn assure 
better accountability from the elite class.  China is certainly following 
a track based on the economic influence of state leaders.  however, 
europe can forge its own path, which would assure that the forces of 
economic development can help lead political openings and in doing 
so, perhaps build a better model than that of China.  after all, this proc-
ess was what created wealth and engendered stability in europe over 
the centuries, as economic empowerment led the merchant classes 
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to demand increased political rights.  none the less, to do so, the eU 
would need to become much closer to the region: it needs to develop 
more commercial exchanges and cultural ties, and have a local presence, 
including a heightened diplomatic representation, especially in Central 
asia where this has been limited or absent. 


